Houghton Mifflin Spelling and Vocabulary
Grade 5: Unit 31

Directions: Complete the crossword by filling in a word that fits each clue.

Across
5. Congratulations on your ___ from clerk to manager!
8. My little sister likes to ___ she is a horse.
9. make
11. business
13. entire
14. to hold inside
16. I use a ___ to do research on the Internet.
19. a loud, disorderly disturbance
21. occurring before flight
23. advertisement
24. to tell private thoughts to a trusted person
25. un- in unkind, for example
26. to form an opinion not based on evidence
27. fight

Down
1. to see in advance
2. happening at the same time
3. to get ready
4. competition
6. talk between people
7. suggest
10. movement toward a goal
12. to keep from harm
15. to express an objection
16. persist
17. persuade
18. aware of what is happening around oneself
20. She checked her math to ___ her answer.
21. expectation
22. to give something that is needed